The Road Not Taken: The EU as a Global Human Rights Actor
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For many, the recent introduction by the European Union’s Lisbon Treaty of a range of
significant human rights provisions marks the coming of age of the EU as a human rights
actor.1 The Lisbon Treaty inaugurated the legally binding character of the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights, enshrined a commitment to accede to the European Convention on
Human Rights, and identified human rights as a foundational value in Article 2 of the
Treaty on European Union. These changes have already drawn comment as developments
which “will change the face of the Union fundamentally” 2 which take the protection of
rights in the EU “to a new level”3 and which indicate that “the arguments for improving
the status of human rights in EU law… have finally been heard”.4 There is general
agreement, in other words, that the high point of the EU’s engagement with human rights
has been reached.
Further, if the present day is understood to be the high point of the EU human rights
regime, the low point is identified as the silence of the founding treaties in the 1950s.
The traditional narrative commences with the total absence of any reference to human
rights in the three founding European Community Treaties in the 1950s5 and describes
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the gradual emergence and progressive advancement of a powerful EU human rights
regime over the ensuing decades.6 The European Court of Justice is placed at the center
of this narrative, as a heroic and solitary actor which through its pioneering case law over
time has encouraged and cajoled the main political actors into accepting human rights as
a key element of the EU constitutional framework.7 The silence of the founding Treaties
on the subject is explained on the basis that human rights concerns were unrelated to the
project of economic integration being undertaken, or that the task of human rights
protection was left instead to the Council of Europe’s European Convention on Human
Rights8 The classic accounts of EU engagement with human rights thus depict a long,
slow trajectory over more than fifty years from a limited economic Community in which
considerations of human rights were deliberately delegated to the Community’s ‘sister’
organization, the Council of Europe, to the emergence of a powerful political entity in
which the protection and promotion of human rights has become a central commitment.
This article questions the traditional narrative of progress and the understanding of
today’s EU’s human rights regime which that narrative has given us. It does so by
returning to the EU’s origins in the 1950s and comparing the ambitious but longforgotten plans for European Community engagement with human rights drafted in the
early 1950s with today’s EU human rights framework.
Although the focus of the paper is on the European Union, and more specifically on the
emergence and trajectory of the EU’s human rights regime, the broader narrative of
progress which it questions – that of steady and inexorable progress towards states being
willing to undertake ever more precise and binding international obligations, and towards
increasing legalization and delegation of enforcement of these commitments - is a
6
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familiar one within human rights scholarship more generally,9 and even within the
literature on international organizations.10 Europe, moreover, has occupied a privileged
place within this broader picture as the poster-child for global human rights progress,
given the recognition gained both by the European Convention on Human Rights regional
system, and now the strongly supra-nationalized EU system with its novel Charter of
Rights.11 This paper suggests however that, at least in relation to the EU, the high point in
terms of political support for the creation of a powerful, supranational human rights
regime was in fact reached in the early 1950s, and that progress in recent decades has
been much more hesitant and deeply contested. Rather than a story of unidirectional
progress, what characterizes the development of the EU human rights system in recent
years is a dialectical tension manifested in the complex interaction between a range of
‘mobilizing’ actors – including civil society organizations, transnational networks and
supranational actors like the EU Commission and Court – seeking to strengthen the
institutions and mechanisms for human rights protection, and ‘resistant’ governmental
actors on the other hand seeking to curb and deter these.
Drawing on archival material relating to the place of human rights in plans for the early
Communities, notably in the draft European Political Community (EPC) Treaty of 1953,
the article presents and discusses several proposals which were put forward at the time.
An analysis of the draft EPC Treaty reveals not only that it contained many of the
elements present in the current EU constitutional framework for human rights protection,
but that the EPC clauses were in several ways more ambitious than today’s. Nevertheless,
they attracted the support of Member State governments at the time which were
otherwise wary of supranational political integration. What then of the decision to omit
any reference to human rights in the 1957 EEC and Euratom Treaties? Did that omission
9
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represent a decision to reject human rights as part of the role of the new Communities,
and to leave matters of human rights protection within the new Communities to the
Council of Europe? The paper argues against these two common interpretations of the
silence of the original EC Treaties. It suggests instead that the abandonment of the EPC
Treaty after France’s failure to ratify the European Defence Community (EDC) Treaty in
1954, and the move ahead with the deliberately more circumscribed EEC and Euratom
Communities in 1957 reflected a pragmatic and conscious decision that the project of
supranational European integration should move cautiously, step-by-step, and should relaunch itself after the failure of the EDC by commencing with a carefully-delimited set of
economic concerns, rather than immediately pursuing an open-ended political agenda.
There is a significant difference between opting for a strategy of step-by-step
implementation of longer-term integration objectives on the one hand, and a definitive
decision to outsource matters such as human rights protection in the new Communities to
a different organization such as the Council of Europe, on the other. One of the premises
of the paper is that this alternative reading of the European Community’s origins has
continuing implications for the way we understand and evaluate the EU’s engagement
with human rights today.
In questioning the received narrative of progress from an economic community in which
rights played no role, to a regional organization which is, in the language of Article 3
TEU, “founded on” respect for human rights, I suggest that the narrative is somewhat
misleading both as regards the origins of the EU and as regards its current constitutional
framework. Research into the drafting of the EPC Treaty suggests that on the one hand,
the governments of the six Member States of the European Community (then the Coal
and Steel Community) in 1953 appeared willing, despite their objections to various other
supranational features of the proposed EPC Treaty, to enact strong human rights
protections as part of the new Community. On the other hand, today’s EU human rights
regime appears weaker in several key respects than the 1953 draft regime. Of particular
note is the fact that the regime for EU human rights protection envisaged in the early
1950s would have addressed three of the recurrent criticisms of today’s system, by
ensuring a strong EU human rights mechanism, by incorporating human rights concerns
more equally within internal and external policies, and by integrating the Community
human rights system firmly into the regional human rights system. Conversely, these
criticisms of the current system – the absence of a serious EU human rights mechanism,
the ‘double-standard’ as between internal and external policies, and the continuing
emphasis on the autonomy of the EU’s human rights regime – remain pertinent, and the
limitations they address can even be said to have been enshrined in the EU’s
constitutional framework by the changes introduced by the Lisbon Treaty.
To present this alternative account of the evolution of human rights protection in the EU,
the article focuses closely on the brief but intense period in 1951-1954 when the question
of human rights protection was prominent on the agenda of the European integration
process, before its abrupt disappearance from the agenda of the new European
Communities in 1957. Two important drafting exercises took place during this time. The
first resulted in the draft articles produced by the Comité d’études sur une constitution
européene (CECE) in 1952, and the second – which built upon the first – produced the
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relevant provisions of the draft Treaty on a European Political Community (EPC) in
1952-1953. The EU literature so far remains effectively silent on this early attempt to
define a role for the emerging European entity in the field of human rights protection.
The reason for this neglect is at one level evident, since it did not ultimately bear fruit.
The failure of the European Defence Treaty in 1954 led to considerably greater caution in
defining the best way forward towards European unity, and precipitated the adoption of a
step-by-step functional approach rather than a one-giant-step federal approach towards
integration. One of the consequences of this scaling back was that neither the European
Atomic Energy Treaty nor the European Economic Community Treaty of 1957
mentioned any role for the EU in relation to human rights, and the earlier drafting
attempts of the 1950s were consigned to history. Perhaps more surprisingly however,
they were consigned not just to history but to obscurity, since – despite a significant body
of scholarship examining the stalled European Defence Community and the provisions of
the Treaty which established it, there is a much smaller literature on the draft European
Political Community Treaty, none of which focuses on the human rights provisions of
that document.
The rescue of this fascinating piece of drafting history from obscurity provides both an
opportunity to think afresh about the origins of human rights protection in the EU, and a
different perspective from which to evaluate today’s EU regime for human rights
protection. To this end the paper compares aspects of today’s regime with that envisaged
in the early 1950s, and considers contemporary critiques of the EU human rights regime
in the light of that comparison. For the purposes of the analysis, the stages of evolution
of EU human rights law and policy have been divided into three broad periods. The first
is the period prior to the creation of the European Communities when the human rights
provisions of the draft European Political Community Treaty, and the Resolutions of the
Comité d’études sur une constitution européene on which they were partly based, were
drawn up in the early 1950s. The second covers the period from the disappearance of any
overt reference to human rights matters from European Community discourse with the
adoption of the EEC and Euratom Treaties in 1957, until their formal re-emergence
through the 1970s and 1980s in judicial and political discourse. The third and final stage
brings us up to the present day framework, covering the period from the adoption of the
Maastricht Treaty in 1992 until the adoption of the Lisbon Treaty in late 2009. By way
of conclusion, the paper reflects on possible explanations for the differences in the
political conception and ambition of the EU’s human rights role then and now, and
suggests some implications for the EU’s aspirations as a ‘global normative actor’.12
12
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B. Phase 1: The Background and Drafting of the European Political Community
Treaty 1952-3:
The Comité d’études pour la constitution européenne (CECE) was set up in 1952 by
members of the Mouvement europeén, an influential European movement – or rather a
collection of movements - which had formally been established in 1948 to promote the
cause of European unity and integration.13 In other words, it was not a representative or
governmentally chosen body, but a group of influential lawyers, scholars and activists
and politicians who wanted to further the project of European integration. The CECE,
which labeled itself as a ‘study group’ (comité d’études), was established specifically
with a view to contributing to the process of drafting a constitution (‘statute’) for a
European political community. The CECE was established some time before the special
Ad Hoc Assembly, (drawn in part from the Assembly of the European Coal and Steel
Community), which was formally tasked with drafting the European Political Community
Treaty had been constituted,14 but the membership and aims of the study group and the
subsequent, governmentally-appointed Ad Hoc Assembly overlapped.15 Notably, the
CECE was chaired by Paul Henri Spaak, who had also been the first President of the
Council of Europe (having subsequently resigned in frustration at the intergovernmental
nature and limited aspirations of that organization), and who subsequently became
chairman of the Ad Hoc Assembly established to draft the EPC Treaty. One of the
consequences of the close relationship between the two bodies was that the draft articles
and resolutions produced by the CECE were used by the Ad Hoc Assembly and its
Constitutional Committee as a basis for drawing up the provisions of the draft European
Political Community Treaty.
In addition to Paul Henri Spaak and Altiero Spinelli,16 the membership of the CECE was
composed of a self-selected group of legal experts which included international legal
Union and Human Rights: A Global Commitment, EU FOCUS (Delegation of the Euro. Comm’n to the
U.S.), March 2006, available at http://www.eurunion.org/News/eunewsletters/EUFocus/2006/EUFocusHumanRts.pdf; Delegation of the European Commission to the United States, The Enlarging European
Union at the United Nations: Making Multilateralism Matter (May 1, 2004), http://www.europa-euun.org/articles/en/article_1008_en.htm.
13
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14
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Political Community 8 INT’L ORG. 181; A. H. Robertson, The European Political Community (1952) 29
BRIT. Y.B. INT’L L. 383, Herbert Briggs, The Proposed European Political Community (1954) 48 AM
J.INT’L L 110 and more recently the book length treatment by RICHARD T. GRIFFITHS, EUROPE’S FIRST
CONSTITUTION: THE EUROPEAN POLITICAL COMMUNITY 1952-54 (2005).
See also Antonin Cohen,
Constitutionalism Without Constitution: Transnational Elites Between Political Mobilization and Legal
Expertise in the Making of a Constitution for Europe (1940s−1960s), 32 LAW & SOC. INQUIRY 109 (2007).
15
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Vol. 1, at 12.
16
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academics and national parliamentarians.17 The membership of the subsequent Ad Hoc
Assembly was more broadly drawn and had significantly greater political legitimacy and
representation. It was drawn from the newly formed Assembly of the European Coal and
Steel Community, and supplemented with a number of additional members co-opted from
France, Italy and Germany, to serve as a pre-constituent body for the European Political
Community, at the same time as the European Defence Community Treaty was being
drawn up.
1. The work of the Comité d’études pour la constitution européenne (CECE) on human
rights
The CECE began work early in 1952, and – perhaps unsurprisingly, given the number of
prominent lawyers on the committee - the question of the place of human rights in the
proposed new European polity was raised early on. In the third session of the Study
Group on 24 May, Altiero Spinelli seems to have been the first person to remark that the
committee should give attention to ‘human rights and fundamental freedoms’.18 Other
members however, and in particular one of the influential German parliamentarians, Max
Becker, countered that the issue of fundamental rights protection was better left to the
nation states.
Despite these basic differences of view about the role of human rights in the new
European construction, ‘Human Rights’ were assigned a separate chapter by the
committee. Fernand Dehousse, the CECE rapporteur, raised a number of questions in
this regard. He asked first what the source of inspiration for human rights protection in
the proposed European Constitution should be: whether the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the European Convention on Human Rights, or a synthesis of the national
constitutional provisions; and secondly he asked whether it was necessary for these rights
to be mentioned in the European Constitution itself, as opposed to being contained in the
constitutions of the separate member states.19 Ultimately, there was least resistance
amongst the members of the CECE to relying on the ECHR as a source of human rights
protection in the proposed European Constitution, despite the fact that the ECHR had not
yet been ratified by the six member states of the European Coal and Steel Community.20
The likelihood that using the ECHR would facilitate the accession of other countries in
the future was seen as a significant factor.21 Max Becker raised questions about the risk
available online at http://www.altierospinelli.org/manifesto/en/manifestoen_it.html. He spent over ten
years in prison due to his opposition to Mussolini’s fascist regime, and was interned during the second
world war. After the founding of the European Communities, he became a member of the European
Commission, and subsequently a Member of the European Parliament.
17
For discussion of the significance of its composition see Cohen, supra note 14, at 120-122.
18
See MOUVEMENT EUROPÉEN, PROJET DE STATUT DE LA COMMUNAUTE POLITIQUE EUROPEENNE:
TRAVAUX PREPARATOIRES 18 (1952).
19
Id. at 24, 31-32.
20
Indeed, although five of the six member state had ratified the ECHR by 1955, France remained the
‘awkward partner’ in this instance and did not ratify the Convention until 1974. For discussion of the
significance of France’s ambivalence in this respect see Mikael Madsen, From Cold War Instrument to
Supreme European Court: The European Court of Human Rights at the Crossroads of International and
National Law and Politics, 32 LAW AND SOCIAL INQUIRY (2007) 137 at 145-146.
21
PROJET DE STATUT, n.18 at 46.
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of divergent interpretations as between the Member States and asked a question which
has continued to dominate debates today, namely who should be the final arbiter of those
different interpretations – whether the European Court of Human Rights, the ‘Supreme
Court’ of the proposed new European Community or even the International Court of
Justice. 22 The other – by now very familiar - question of possible clashes of jurisdiction
in the field of human rights protection between the European Community Court and the
European Court of Human Rights, despite the fact that at the time the latter had not yet
begun to function, was also raised.23 It was proposed by Fernand Dehousse that there
should be a separate chamber for dealing with human rights within the proposed
European Community Court,24 though this proposal was not eventually adopted. Finally,
the possibility of Community accession to the ECHR was also raised.25
Ultimately, in the first of nine Resolutions which were adopted by the CECE as the
product of its drafting work, the solution chosen was to declare ‘protection of
fundamental freedoms’ to be one of the aims of the new Community, and to oblige the
Member States of the Community to respect human rights as defined in the European
Convention on Human Rights. The first of the nine Resolutions declared that a new and
indissoluble European Community was to be created, with
“the aim, through establishing a closer bond between the [peoples of the Member States],
of guaranteeing the common well-being, existence and external security of the Member
States and of protecting the constitutional order, democratic institutions and fundamental
freedoms.”
In other words, protection of fundamental freedoms within the new Community was to be
one of its central aims. The recent experience of World War II and the fear of
communism seem clear also in the references to the protection of constitutional order and
democratic institutions. From this perspective, the interest of the new Europe in human
rights protection was concentrated on the need to tame potential excesses by or within
member states. Paragraph 7 of the first CECE Resolution went on to outline a specific
and substantial crisis-intervention role for the proposed European Community in relation
to the protection of human rights.
“7. Each Member State is held to respect human rights as they are defined in the
Convention on Defence of Human Rights and Fundamental Liberties, signed in Rome on
November, 4th, 1950 as well as in the supplementary Protocol signed in Paris on March,
20th, 1952.
Should the Community be so requested by the constitutional authorities of a Member
State, it will assist the latter with a view to maintaining the constitutional order,
democratic institutions or man’s fundamental liberties.
22

Id. at 33.
See id. at 46 for the committee’s discussion of the relevant report of Henry Frenay who had been
Chairman of the European Union of Federalists.
24
Id at 125-127.
25
Id. at 207.
23
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Should the Community Government establish that, in one Member State, the
constitutional order, democratic institutions or man’s fundamental liberties have been
seriously violated, without the constitutional authorities of this State being able or
wishing to re-establish these, the Community may intervene in place of these authorities
until such time as the situation is brought under control. In such a case, the measures
taken by the Community Government would be submitted without delay for the approval
of the Community Parliament.”
Several aspects of the approach adopted here are worthy of note. The first is the
unequivocal assumption – despite the objection of the German member noted above – of
the desirability of a central role for the European Community in protecting and
preserving human rights within the Member States, even though the Member States
themselves were clearly expected to take primary responsibility for this task. Secondly,
the objects of suspicion from the point of view of human rights protection were the
Member States rather than the Community, since apart from the fact that the Community
was assigned the general aim of protecting fundamental freedoms, only the Member
States and not the Community institutions were to be specifically placed under an
obligation to respect human rights. Thirdly, the source of the rights that the Member
States were held to respect was the European Convention on Human Rights, and express
reference was not made to member state constitutions.
Fourthly, the role of the
Community was envisaged as a kind of strong-arm back-stop in the event of a serious
failure on the part of a member state in protecting human rights and fundamental
freedoms. Section 7 paragraph 3 of the first Resolution bears a slight resemblance to the
provision now contained in Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union,26 but it is clear
that a much more extensive enforcement role was envisaged for the Community then than
now. Coming not long after the end of the second world war and the experience of the
Holocaust, at a time of dictatorship in Spain and Portugal, when American support for
European integration was strongly bolstered by anxiety over the role of the Soviet Union
and the deepening Cold War,27 the primary concern from the point of view of human
rights seems to have been the fear of totalitarianism or similar abuses by or within
European states, and the wish to confer power on the new Community to intervene in the
event of such violations.28

26

Treaty on European Union art. 7, Feb. 7, 1992, 1992 O.J. (C 191) provides for a set of procedures
whereby the Council may ultimately suspend the voting rights of a Member State where the European
Council has determined the existence of a serious and persistent breach by that State of the values of
respect for human dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights,
including the rights of persons belonging to minorities.
27
See Antonin Cohen, n.14 , at pp 116-125 on the relationship between US fear of Soviet-led
totalitarianism, and its active support for and funding of a stronger version of European integration than
that which had emerged from the initial meetings of the Council of Europe.
28
On the fear of totalitarianism see Basil Karp, The Draft Constitution for a European Political
Community, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION Vol 8: 181-202 (1954) “There was, following the war, a
widespread feeling that French-German reconciliation was essential for peace, that a new approach was
required to meet a deteriorated economic position, and - especially after the Czech coup of February 1948 that common defenses had to be erected against the Soviet threat” at p 182
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Section 7 paragraph 2 of the Resolution then provided a softer option than that of
unilateral intervention, under which a Member state’s constitutional authorities could
request the Community for assistance to maintain democratic institutions or fundamental
liberties if these were threatened within the state. It is notable that the only real precedent
at the time for such a dramatic power of external intervention as that envisaged in the first
CECE Resolution was in the (ultimately unsuccessful) inter-war minorities regime
instituted under the auspices of the League of Nations. 29
In the CECE’s Resolution 4, which dealt with the judicial power of the proposed
European constitutional framework, no express jurisdiction was to be conferred on the
new court over human rights issues, but it was specified that the new Community
Supreme Court would be both a Constitutional Court and a Court of Appeal.30 There
was a clause similar to that which is currently contained in Article 19 TEU31 which
provided that the Court was to ensure that “in the interpretation and application of the
[Statute] and laws of the Community the law is observed”, and perhaps most
29

The minorities regime consisted in a series of Minorities Treaties and Peace Treaties containing minority
protection clauses, with the League of Nations being collectively empowered to guarantee those rights and
protections on receipt of a petition, through negotiation with the state in question. If the state concerned
refused to compromise, the Council of the League of Nations could be seized of the matter and could take
any action it “may deem proper and effective”. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the process never reached this
stage given the resistance of states to the activation of such an option. For discussion see Frank Koszorus,
The Forgotten Legacy of the League of Nations Minority Protection System in TOTAL WAR AND
PEACEMAKING: A CASE STUDY ON TRIANON, edited by Bela K. Kiraly, Peter Pastor and Ivan Sanders
(1982).
30
The relevant parts of the Fourth Resolution on the Community Judicial Power set out principles which
provided:
1. The juridical functions of the Community are performed by a Supreme Court and by other Courts
established by law.
2. The Supreme Court ensures that in the interpretation and application of the Statute and laws of the
Community the law is observed.
It is at the same time a Constitutional Court and a Court of Appeal.
3. Consequently it is competent:
(a) in cases of conflict between the Statute and the laws or public acts of the Community;
(b) in cases of conflict between the Statute and the laws or public acts of the Member States;
(c) in cases of disputes between the Member States or disputes to which the Community is a party;
(d) in cases of violations of diplomatic prerogatives or immunities;
(e) it is finally competent in areas of civil, penal, and public law coming within the competence of the
Community which are entrusted to it by law.
The Community Parliament will regulate by law the right to take action before the Court.
In cases (a) and (b), this right will be open to any injured citizen, Member State and Community organ or to
a determined fraction of each of these.
Resolutions Adopted by the Study Committee for the European Constitution (November, 1952), available
at
http://www.ena.lu/resolutions_adopted_study_committee_european_constitution_brussels_november_1952
-2-986.
31
Treaty on European Union, supra note 24, art. 19 provides that “the Court of Justice of the European
Union… shall ensure that in the interpretation and application of the Treaties the law is observed.”
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significantly, individual citizens were to be given a right to take action before the Court
in cases of alleged conflict between the new Treaty and acts of the Community
institutions or of the Member States. This right of individual access to court was also a
bold proposal in the context of international organizations at the time.
In short, the draft articles produced by the CECE envisaged a European Community with
a strong role in the field of human rights protection, the emphasis being on human rights
protection within the European Community with a view to guarding against fascism,
totalitarianism or other kinds of repression within member states. While the job of
protecting human rights was to be the first-line responsibility of the Member States, the
Community would have a powerful back-up intervention role, either with or without the
consent of the member state in question, in the case of serious violation of fundamental
rights and freedoms within or by a Member State. The European Convention on Human
Rights was envisaged as the formal legal source for the rights to be protected, and –
despite the lack of explicit provision for this - the new Community Court would
apparently have had jurisdiction to entertain actions brought by individuals for violation
of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the new Treaty.
2. The work of the Ad Hoc Assembly and its Constitutional Committee in drafting the
EPC Treaty
As explained above, at the time that plans for a European Defence Community (EDC)
were being developed, the idea of establishing a European Political Community was
simultaneously promoted as a way of providing political leadership and a democratic
basis for the defence community. Just after the Treaty establishing the EDC was signed
in May 1952, the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe – the first of the
organizations aiming at closer European cooperation to be established in the post-war
period - asked the six governments to give the Common Assembly of the European Coal
and Steel Community (ECSC) the responsibility for drawing up a plan for a European
Political Community. 32 The Council of Europe – originally intended as the post-war
forum for European integration - had already proved a disappointment to those with a
stronger European federal vision,33 since it had deliberately been restricted in both its
methods and its goals, identifying itself clearly as an intergovernmental discussion and
coordination forum, rather than as the engine room for European federation.34 For this
reason the smaller group of six ECSC states, not including states such as Denmark,
Ireland, Norway, Sweden and the UK which were members of the Council of Europe and
ambivalent about deeper integration, formed an assembly to pursue the goals of closer

32

See Resolution 14 adopted on 30 May 1952 by the Consultative Assembly of the Council of Europe
concerning the most appropriate means of drafting the Statute of the European political Community. The
Resolution in fact proposed an assembly composed either of members of the ECSC Assembly or of
Members of the Council of Europe Assembly corresponding to the number and allocation of seats in the
future EDC Assembly.
33
Spaak himself had resigned in frustration from his position as the first President of the Consultative
Assembly of the Council of Europe in 1951 when the Assembly rejected his proposal to hold a conference
to establish a European political authority.
34
See Statute of the Council of Europe 1949, Articles 1 and Chapter IV, in particular.
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and deeper integration.35 So it was in this way, pursuant to Article 38 of the ECSC
Treaty,36 that the Ad Hoc Assembly was formally created by the Special Council of
Ministers of the ECSC to draft the statute for a European Political Community.
Whereas the CECE was composed of a self-appointed if highly influential and elite group
of enthusiasts for European integration, the Ad Hoc Assembly tasked with drafting the
EPC Treaty was a much more politically grounded body whose establishment was
requested by the six governments, and which was composed of 87 specially selected
politicians from the six Member States of the European Community, with additional
observer members from the Council of Europe and associated non-Member States.37
According to one commentator at the time of the drafting of the EPC Treaty “what gives
this document special significance is that it was drawn up not by scholars or government
technicians, but by politicians … at the formal request of the governments. These
politicians included such prominent leaders as Spaak, now Foreign Minister of Belgium,
a Socialist; Vice Premier Teitgen of France, head of the Popular Republican Party
(MRP); Heinrich von Brentano, parliamentary floor leader of Chancellor Adenauer's
Christian Democratic Union; and Italian Under Secretary for Foreign Affairs, Lodovico
Benvenuti, a Christian Democrat. The constitution thus represents the thinking of an
imposing group of parliamentarians as to the scope and character of political union that is
workable and attainable today”.38 In other words, far from being the pipe-dream of a
small group of federalists disconnected from the political mainstream at the time, it is
highly notable that the human rights provisions of the draft EPC Treaty – inspired in part
by the CECE Resolutions which preceded them – were drawn up by a representative
group of politicians carefully selected by the Member States and were intended to
represent a real framework for what was politically possible and desirable at the time.39
The Ad Hoc Assembly, under Spaak’s chairmanship, established a 26-member
Constitutional Committee chaired by a German representative, Heinrich von Brentano,
with a smaller working group and four subcommittees, to undertake the task of drafting.40
35

For discussion, see Basil Karp, The Draft Constitution for a European Political Community,
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION Vol 8: 181-202, at 182 (1954): “Debates in the Council (of Europe's)
Consultative Assembly at Strasbourg soon revealed that certain member countries - Belgium, France, west
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands-were prepared to move faster toward union than others,
notably Britain. Only these six were then prepared to join a supranational Coal-Steel Community”.
36
Article 38 of the European Defence Community Treaty provided for the ECSC Assembly to engage in
further study to see what future European organs might be established “with a view to ensuring
coordination within the framework of the federal or confederal structure”.
37
Apart from the Secretary General of the Council of Europe, observers with the right to speak but not to
vote from Denmark, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Turkey and the UK, were present. See
Resolution AA/CC (2) 5 adopted on 23 October 1952 by the Constitutional Committee of the Ad Hoc
Assembly concerning the access of observer members.
38
Basil Karp, n. 35 above.
39
In this way the drafting of the EPC Treaty has been contrasted sharply with some of the other exercises
at drafting a federal European Constitution undertaken in the 1940s which were “scorned as nothing but
academic exercises on the part of wishful thinkers” at the time: see the range of drafting exercises
discussed by Daniela Preda, The Debate over the European Constituent Assembly: a Story of Drafts,
Desires and Disappointments, THE FEDERALIST, 2003, Vol. 1, at 12.
40
These were the subcommittees on powers and competences, on political institutions, on judicial
institutions and on liaison with other states and international organizations.
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Despite being influenced by the CECE Resolutions, the human rights provisions
eventually included in the EPC Treaty draft were different in several respects from the
former. In common with the CECE Resolutions, Article 2 of the EPC Treaty declared
that the Community would have the general aim of contributing towards the protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the Member States. Unlike in the earlier
Resolutions however, the EPC Treaty stipulated that the provisions of the European
Convention on Human Rights were to become an integral part of the new Community
constitution (or Statute, as it was then called).41
A second difference is that the drafting committees of the Ad Hoc Assembly were
focused explicitly on the risk of the Community itself becoming a potential violator of
human rights. In other words, unlike the CECE, which seemed to conceive of the role of
the Community primarily as a watchdog and enforcer which would intervene where
Member States seriously failed to protect human rights, the drafting committees of the Ad
Hoc Assembly expressly contemplated the prospect of the new Community itself being
responsible for human rights violations. The Constitutional Committee was clearly
concerned about this prospect, and discussed various possible ways of ensuring European
Court of Human Rights jurisdiction over Community acts, including accession by the
Community to the ECHR.42 Even at this early stage, problems were envisaged in seeking
to amend the Rome Convention establishing the European Convention on Human Rights.
The Constitutional Committee however recommended that EC member states could be
requested by the Community to bring proceedings against another member state before
the ECHR where a violation was taking place;43 and further recommended that the statute
of the Council of Europe be amended to permit the EC to take a member state directly
before the ECHR.44 Thus the problem of both Member State violations and EC
violations of the ECHR alike were in the mind of the Constitutional Committee.
The eventual outcome of these discussions within the Constitutional Committee is to be
found in the provisions of the draft Treaty in Article 45 concerning the role of the new
Community Court. Article 45 explicitly envisaged that any dispute arising from action
taken by one of the Community institutions which affected the rights guaranteed in the
European Convention on Human Rights was to be referred to the Community Court, and
such cases could be brought by natural or legal persons. In other words, the draft EPC
treaty provided for a right of action before the Community Court by individuals against
the Community institutions for violation of the ECHR. The fact that such a right of
‘individual petition’ – another commonly accepted indicators of human rights progress –
was to be included within the early European Community human rights system is worthy
of note, in particular given that a compulsory right of individual petition was not made
part of the ECHR system until decades after the Convention was signed,45 and even an
41

Article 3 provides: The provisions of Part I of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms signed in Rome on 4th November 1950, together with those of the protocol signed
in Paris on 20th March 1952, are an integral part of the present Statute.
42
See Document AH 162, Historical Archives of the European Union, EUI, Florence.
43
This was indeed already the case for Member States of the Council of Europe who were empowered to
bring inter-state applications before the ECtHR against one another under the ECHR.
44
Id.
45
See Protocol 11 to the ECHR, adopted in 1994.
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optional right of individual petition was not made part of the UN human-rights treatybody system until 1977.
Article 45 EPC also contains interesting provisions – even if they are not altogether clear
- on the relationship between the European Community Court when adjudicating on
alleged violations of the ECHR (which was incorporated by Article 3 of the EPC Treaty)
and the newly created European Court of Human rights.46 These provisions reflect
something of the extensive debates which took place during the process of drafting the
EPC Treaty, in which the drafters considered not only the technical problems associated
with the fact that the Community was not and could not easily become party to the
Convention on Human Rights, but also the potential problems of conflicts between the
two courts and the impact that rulings of the Community Court on the meaning of the
ECHR could have on other states party to the ECHR but not party to the European
Political Community Treaty. In essence, Article 45 provided for the Community Court
to exercise jurisdiction but to ‘relinquish’ it to the European Court of Human Rights
(once that Court began operating) in any case involving a question of principle of
relevance to all the parties to the ECHR. This is an interesting and fairly nuanced
position falling somewhere between that of those who felt that only the ECtHR should
properly have jurisdiction over such disputes47 and those who would have given full
jurisdiction to the Community Court. The compromise is that Article 45 of the EPC
treaty provides for initial jurisdiction, subject to relinquishment to the ECtHR under the
conditions mentioned above.
Finally, like the CECE’s Resolution 7, Article 104 of the EPC treaty provided for the
rather dramatic possibility of intervention by the Community to maintain ‘constitutional
order and democratic institutions’ within the territory of a Member State. While the
CECE resolution was strongly drafted so as to enable the Community to intervene in the
46

The relevant provisions of Article 45 provide: 1. Any dispute arising from a decision or measure taken
by one of the Institutions of the Community, which affects the rights recognized in the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, shall be referred to the Court.
2. If an appeal is lodged with the Court under the conditions mentioned in the preceding paragraph by a
natural or legal person, such appeal shall be deemed to be lodged in accordance with the terms of Article 26
of the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.
3. After the establishment of the legal machinery for which provision is made in the Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, should any dispute arise which involves a
question of principle as to the interpretation or extent of the obligations resulting from the said Convention
and which consequently affects all the Parties thereto, the Court shall renounce judgment, if necessary,
until the question of principle has been settled by the judicial organs for which provision is made in the
Convention.”
47
For example Max Becker, one of the German members of the Constitutional Committee expressed his
concern about the broad and imprecise way in which the Community Court’s jurisdiction over matters
‘interior’ to the Community, between member states of the Community or between a member state and the
EC, to which the ECHR was applicable, was defined. He took the view that this was impinging on the
jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights. He considered that it was inappropriate to make it
compulsory for a dispute concerning human rights between EPC member states to be submitted first to the
Community Court, and thought this was properly the job of the European Court of Human Rights.
However, the constitutional committee seemed to see the Community court rather as a ‘domestic tribunal’
for the purposes of exhaustion of domestic remedies for the ECtHR, and envisaged that a dispute on which
the Community Court ruled could be subsequently brought, by another means, before the ECtHR.
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absence of a request and where a Member State was unwilling to act, Article 104 is
somewhat more cautious. The first sentence of Article 104 provided for Community
intervention where the Member State in question requested such assistance.48 The second
sentence, however, provided for the Member States to agree unanimously in advance and
to lay down in legislation the conditions under which the Community could intervene on
its own initiative.49 In other words, it was agreed that the principle of own-initiative or
unilateral intervention, and the conditions under which it could be exercised, would be
the subject of prior, unanimous agreement amongst the Member States and legislative
elaboration.50 As noted above, the nearest precedent for such a robust right of
intervention was in the inter-war minorities regimes,51 while other regional organizations
such as the Organization of American States at the time were based on precisely the
opposite principle of non-intervention. Even the UN Charter at the time, which also
enshrines a principle of non-intervention in Article 2(7), provides only for the possibility
of collective intervention under Chapter VII with Security Council authorization where
there is a threat to international peace and security.
The various differences between the approach of the CECE drafters and that of the
eventual EPC Treaty drafters to the problem of potential violations by the Community of
human rights are interesting. The primary concern at the time the CECE Resolutions
were drafted appears to have been to restrain potential human rights violations by the
Member States, and to empower the European Community to intervene in the case of
such violations. The drafters of the EPC Treaty on the other hand – which as indicated
above was a larger body composed significantly of national parliamentarians - adopted a
more restrained approach to the Community, addressing the possibility that the
Community institutions themselves could encroach through the exercise of their powers
on human rights.52 The draft EPC Treaty also clearly accorded a key role to the
institutions of the ECHR in adjudicating on human rights violations, even while
confronting the legal complexities of the fact that the Community could not itself become
a party to the Convention on Human rights.
Ultimately, the draft treaty on a European Political Community prepared by the
Constitutional Committee, which included these provisions on human rights protection,
48

Draft European Political Community Treaty art. 104, supra note 30 (“Member States may request the
European Executive Council for assistance in maintaining constitutional order and democratic institutions
within their territory. The European Executive Council, with the unanimous concurrence of the Council of
National Ministers, shall lay down the conditions under which the Community shall be empowered to
intervene on its own initiative. The relevant provisions shall take the form of a bill to be submitted to
Parliament for approval within one year from the date of the coming into being of the Peoples' Chamber.
They shall be enacted as legislation of the Community.”).
49
Ibid.
50
Herbert Briggs, The Proposed European Political Community (1954) 48 AM J.INT’L L 110, at 119-120.
51
See n.29 above.
52
It was also proposed that the Community should be subject to the explicit requirement, along with the
individual Member states, to respect human rights and fundamental freedoms, but such an obligation did
not appear in these terms in the final text. The subcommittee on powers and competences of the
constitutional committee of the Ad Hoc Assembly had proposed an article whereby the Community as well
as the Member States would guarantee to everyone within their jurisdiction the rights and freedoms in the
ECHR. See Document AH 114, Historical Archives of the European Union, EUI, Florence.
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was accepted and adopted without difficulty by the full membership of the Ad Hoc
Assembly at Strasbourg in March 1953 and was formally handed over to the foreign
ministers of the six states on the 9th of that month.53
Over the course of the following year, the draft EPC Treaty was discussed at various
meetings of the foreign ministers and deputy foreign ministers of the six Member States
of the ECSC, meeting within the context of a governmental Conference on the EPC. 54
However, there had been a change of government in France at the end of 1952 and the
new government depended upon the support of the Gaullists, who were opposed to many
aspects of the project for closer European integration. During the meetings of the
intergovernmental Conference it became evident that the French delegation was unhappy
with several of the institutional features of the EPC Treaty draft, in particular with the
role envisaged for the Executive Council (which would have been broadly the equivalent
of today’s EU Commission), and with the composition of the second chamber of the bicameral Assembly proposed.55 There were also marked differences of view about the
nature of the economic cooperation envisaged under the EPC Treaty.56 As a result of the
uncertainty caused by a French ministerial crisis in November 1953, no immediate action
was taken at the time, and instead a committee of governmental representatives was
appointed to prepare and present a report on the provisions of the EPC draft to the six
Foreign Ministers in 1954.
What is notable, however, is that there seems to be no evidence in the documents
available from the Conference that any members of the governmental committee objected
to any of the EPC Treaty provisions dealing with human rights, even while substantial
objections were raised by France – which gradually won the support of four other
Member States - against several of the institutional provisions.57 On the contrary, the
foreign ministers of the six ECSC Member States, and the governmental Committee
which they established during the 1953 Intergovernmental Conference to study and
respond to the draft EPC Treaty, signaled their approval of the first part of the draft
53

INFORMATIONS ET DOCUMENTS OFFICIELS DE LA COMMISSION CONSTITUTIONNELLE, Project de Traité
portent Statut de la Communauté Européene, Mars-Avril 1953
54
For a developed account, see Richard Griffiths, n.14 above. See also Linda Risso, The (Forgotten)
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available
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See e.g. the exchange between members of the Ad Hoc Assembly Constitutional Committee and
member state governmental representatives at the IGC in October 1953: Extraits du Compte Rendu de la
Séance de la Conférence pour la Communauté politique européene, tenue a Rome le 2 octobre 1953 en
presence du Groupe de Travail de la Commission constitutionnelle, Document 10, INFORMATIONS ET
DOCUMENTS OFFICIELS DE LA COMMISSION CONSTITUTIONELLE , ASSEMBLÉE AD HOC CHARGÉE
D’ELABORER UN PROJECT DE TRAITÉ INSTITUANT UNE COMMUNAUTÉ POLITIQUE EUROPÉENNE (March
1955).
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Analyse du rapport adopté le 8 Mars 1954 par la Commission pour la Communauté politique
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ASSEMBLÉE AD HOC CHARGÉE D’ELABORER UN PROJECT DE TRAITÉ INSTITUANT UNE COMMUNAUTÉ
POLITIQUE EUROPÉENNE (March 1955), Document 15 ibid,Title III, part D
57
For discussion of the unhappiness of the Ad Hoc Assembly drafters with the amendments being proposed
both by the governmental committee, and by a separate committee of ‘technical experts’ which had been
established to study the draft EPC Treaty, to some of Wthe institutional and other provisions of the EPC
draft, see Basil Karp, n.35 above.
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Treaty and were apparently prepared to accept the provisions concerning human rights
and those dealing with the Court without any change other than two minor amendments
to bolster them.58 The first of these two suggested amendments was the proposal for an
expulsion clause for a Member State whose internal system has ‘fundamentally altered’.59
The second concerned the EPC provisions on membership criteria. In this instance the
suggestion made by the governmental committee was to change the terms of the draft
EPC Treaty slightly to provide that any state which recognised and guaranteed
fundamental human rights and which expressed its intention to join the Council of
Europe was eligible to accede. Article 116 of the EPC Treaty had specified that any
European state which guaranteed the protection of the human rights and freedoms
mentioned in Article 3 EPC was eligible, without requiring the intention to join the
Council of Europe.60
Meetings of the governmental ministers and of the Committee they had established to
discuss the draft EPC Treaty continued sporadically throughout 1953 and into the
beginning of 1954, but political events in France and elsewhere slowed the pace of
progress considerably.61 Eventually, the death-knell of the draft European Political
Community Treaty was effectively sounded when the prospects for ratification of the
European Defence Community Treaty collapsed in late August 1954,62 leading instead to
the conclusion of the Paris Accords establishing the Western European Union some
months later. The legal basis for the drafting of the EPC Treaty had been Article 38 of the
Defence Community Treaty, and the demise of the latter in the political circumstances of
the time clearly also indicated the end of the road for the former. Yet it is important to
note that the records of the drafting of the EPC Treaty and the governmental Conference
which followed it suggest that, despite strong objections to various other aspects of the
draft EPC Treaty in particular from France, there was broad support across all of the
Member States at the time for the creation of a European Community founded on respect
for human rights, integrating the provisions of the ECHR, with a strong judicial
enforcement role against both the Community and the Member States, and a significant
monitoring and intervention role for the new Community in relation to human rights
matters within the Member States.
Nevertheless, the failure of the EDC Treaty brought the journey of the EPC Treaty to an
end, and it was at this point that these ambitious early attempts to promote European
political integration were abandoned in favour of a significantly more restrained and
58

Ibid, Document 15, Title 1, Title II D.
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Note that the Assembly of the Council of Europe, when discussing the draft EPC Treaty, had proposed
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pragmatic strategy in the shape of the European Economic and Atomic Energy
Communities which were established in 1957. With the abandonment of the wider
political integration plans, the lively debates and blueprints for an ambitious European
Community human rights system disappeared from view again.

C. Phase 2: From the Rome Treaty to the Maastricht Treaty : the
disappearance of human rights from the EC Treaty framework and their
return
1. The silence of the 1957 EC Treaty framework on human rights
The silence of the European Economic Community Treaty and the accompanying
European Atomic Energy Treaty in 1957 on the subject of human rights has often been
noted and its implications discussed.63 Notably, there appears to be no evidence in the
travaux préparatoires or elsewhere of any explicit decision being taken to exclude all
reference to human rights, or to rule out any role for human rights protection, in the two
treaties establishing the new Communities. On the contrary, much was made at the time
of establishing the 1957 communities of the fact that they were intended to serve a
‘human ideal of brotherhood’ shared by the six member states.64 Nevertheless, what
occurred in the aftermath of the destabilizing failure of the European Defence
Community was that a decision was taken, following the mandate of the Messina
conference which led to the establishment of the European Economic Community,65 in
order not to derail the new venture, to hew very closely to the terms of that mandate and
to exclude discussion of any issues which were not expressly mentioned there. Paul
Henri Spaak, by now the Belgian Minister for Foreign affairs, once again chaired the
relevant committee (the Intergovernmental Committee on European Integration) and
prepared the report which led ultimately to the drafting of the EEC Treaty,66 Spaak
63
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insisted strongly on this strategy of adhering closely to the Messina mandate and
avoiding any subjects which were not expressly mentioned in the foreign ministers’
Resolution, as a way of avoiding the many controversial and political issues which
arguably led to the downfall of the EDC and EPC treaties.67 It is at least in part in this
context that the silence of the 1957 treaties on the subject of human rights protection can
be understood.
This is not to say that the topic of the possible impact of the new Communities on human
rights protection was not raised at all during the drafting process. On the contrary, it
seems that an attempt was made by the German delegation during the drafting of the EEC
Treaty to have a kind of human rights ‘reservation clause’ (Verfassungsvorbehalt),
similar to that contained in Article 3 of the European Defence Community Treaty,
inserted into the new EEC Treaty. Article 3 of the EDC Treaty had begun with an
articulation of the subsidiarity principle, and continued by indicating that the Defence
Community would not take measures impinging on protected human rights and
freedoms.68 In other words, in the EDC Treaty reservation-clause, the fundamental
human rights of the individual were posited as a notional bulwark against the exercise of
power by the new Community and a constraint on the way in which the conferred powers
were to be exercised. The German proposal for a similar clause in the EEC Treaty was
however rejected by other delegations, apparently because of a perceived risk that
member states might misuse a reservation clause of that kind to undermine Community
goals, and that it would be difficult or impossible for the new Community to pay attention
to all of the different sets of rights protected under the various Member State
constitutions without subordinating Community laws and goals to these multiple and
varying requirements. 69
In other words, what we see by the time of the drafting of the Euratom and European
Economic Community Treaties is that the vision of the new European system as one
which would have a substantial political role involving the protection of human rights
against abuse by or within the member states or even on the part of its own new
institutions, and working alongside the looser and wider Council of Europe and European
Convention system in order to assure this, had been set to one side. A new strategy of
limited, functional, step-by-step progress towards closer European integration was
adopted instead. The powers and ambitions of the new Communities were to be carefully
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determined by the common market mandate outlined in the Messina Resolution, and the
issue of human rights protection was not to be addressed.
The German delegation’s attempt to introduce a kind of liberal restraint on Community
power, expressed in terms which included the fundamental rights of the individual, was
rejected at this stage, but more because of the perceived risk of member state abuse of
such a clause than because of any generally expressed objection to a human rights role
for the new Community. However, it is evident that although the German vision of
human rights as a negative constraint on the integration process, and a residual core
requiring protection against the institutions of the new Community just as against any
institutions of government, may have been temporarily dismissed, it returned to shape the
way in which the question of EU human rights protection re-emerged over a decade later
through judicial challenges brought by litigants from Germany before the European Court
of Justice.
Beyond this pragmatic decision to rethink the optimal path towards closer European
integration, and to choose a path of gradual sectoral integration instead of the single giant
step towards European political community, it seems mistaken to read much more into
the silence of the 1957 treaties on the subject of human rights. Despite academic
speculation to this effect,70 there seems to be no evidence of further attribution of
significance to this silence, e.g. through a decision on the part of the drafters or the
governments that human rights matters would be irrelevant to the functioning of the new
Communities, or that the Council of Europe would be better placed to supervise questions
of human rights in the new Communities and their Member States. On the contrary, it
seems clear that from the time the character of the Council of Europe was firmly
established as a forum for specific kinds of intergovernmental cooperation, the more
integration-oriented states took the view that it was not the appropriate forum for closer
European integration, and the two sets of European organizations were henceforth
understood to be on different albeit parallel paths. The Council of Europe was
established as a broader, pan-European organization for intergovernmental cooperation
on a range of issues including human rights, cultural, educational, health and economic
matters. The European Communities on the other hand were a vehicle for states to
pursue closer and deeper integration through a system in which they conceded some of
their sovereign powers and accepted a significant degree of supranational control and
influence by the new organization. There is no indication that the looser monitoring and
coordination mechanisms of the Council of Europe were seen as a substitute for some of
the possible functions of the Communities, even in the field of human rights. On the
contrary, the two organizations seem to have been understood to be moving in parallel,
supporting one another and coordinating their activities where possible. The gradual
strengthening of the European Convention and Court of Human Rights certainly
bolstered the interest of the Communities in maintaining close links with the ECHR
system, including its Court, and the question of EC accession to the ECHR was
repeatedly considered, albeit always as a first step towards the Community developing its
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own policy on human rights.71 But the question of the European Community’s own
engagement with human rights issues both internally and externally, and the desirability
of establishing a more explicit Community human rights dimension continued to be
raised at regular intervals throughout the early years and decades of the Communities’
existence.72
More generally, the pragmatic decision to hew closely to the Messina Mandate and to
avoid the derailment of the EEC Treaty did not necessarily imply that the newly
established EEC had no aspirations for the Communities to develop into a broader and
deeper political project. On the contary, it seems from a range of provisions such as the
Preamble (“determined to lay the foundations of an ever closer union among the peoples of
Europe”) and the provision for future direct elections to the European Parliament, that the
aspiration to closer union and to a broader project of political integration was not
abandoned in the EEC Treaty, but postponed.
2. The formal return of human rights into European Community law and discourse
The next part of the story, and that which has captured the greatest scholarly interest is
best-known, during which repeated challenges from economic actors in Germany,
premised on the understanding of domestically protected economic and liberty rights as a
limitation on the regulatory powers of the Community, forced the issue which had been
set to one side during the drafting process back onto the agenda, most notably onto the
agenda of the Court of Justice. In Stork,73 in which a coal wholesaler complained of a
decision of the High Authority of the Economic Coal and Steel Community governing
the sale of coal, the ECJ refused to consider the argument that the decision breached basic
rights which were protected under German law. The ECJ, echoing both the refusal of
other member state delegations to entertain the proposal of the German delegation for a
human-rights reservation clause in the original EEC Treaty and also the reasoning
underpinning that refusal,74 ruled that ‘the High Authority is not empowered to examine a
ground of complaint which maintains that, when it adopted its decision, it infringed
principles of German constitutional law’.75 Subsequently in Geitling,76 another case
concerning a challenge by coal wholesalers to a High Authority decision which prevented
them from selling coal directly, the Court not only rejected the relevance of a
fundamental right in German constitutional law, but also dismissed the argument that
71 See in particular the 1979 Memorandum by the European Commission proposing EC accession to the
ECHR - EC. Bull. Supp. 2/79. For a comment on this proposal, see Kim Economides and Joseph H. H.
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72
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Community law might independently protect such a right.77 And in Sgarlata,78 some five
years later, the ECJ stated that it could not allow the express provisions of the Treaty to
be overridden by a plea founded upon other principles, even if those were fundamental
principles which were common to the legal systems of all the Member States.79 Thus not
only was the specific German vision of domestically protected fundamental rights as a
constraint on Community powers rejected by the Court, but also the vision of human
rights as general principles of European law which should guide and shape the
interpretation of the EEC Treaty. Far from today’s conventional picture of the Court of
Justice as the hero of fundamental rights in Community law, these early cases present a
picture of the ECJ refusing to acknowledge human rights as having any place in the
European legal order.
Yet the persistence of the German vision, and the determination of litigants based in
Germany to question the regulatory powers of the Community and the supremacy of
Community law from the perspective of domestically protected constitutional rights led
eventually to a change in the Court’s approach and an adjustment seen initially in the
Stauder case,80 and elaborated upon in the cases of Internationale Handelsgesellschaft81
and Nold.82 As is well known, this triptych of cases produced a new constitutional
account by the ECJ of the role of human rights in the EC legal order. No longer were
they to be treated as irrelevant or entirely peripheral to the common market project, but
instead respect for fundamental rights – inspired by the common constitutional traditions
of the Member States and international human rights treaties on which they collaborated was declared to be part of the general principles of Community law, and the Court would
henceforth entertain claims that such rights had been adversely affected by Community
acts and policies.83
In this way a position close to that which was proposed by the German delegation during
the drafting of the EEC Treaty eventually came to be accepted by the ECJ, even without
the existence of an express reservation clause in the Treaty. Fundamental human rights
would constitute a brake on Community policies, and if a Community act encroached on
a protected right, the Court would ensure protection for the latter. The reason for the
volte-face of the Court is widely accepted to be its concern to maintain the autonomy and
supremacy of EC law, and to avoid claims that Community law must be subordinate to
77
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national constitutional rights. The difference between a reservation clause of the kind
argued for in 1956 and the approach eventually adopted by the ECJ is that the Court of
Justice insisted on the autonomous nature and source of the rights which were to be
recognized and protected, so that they would be understood as genuinely European and
not domestic in their origin.
The famous judicial about-turn in Stauder and Nold did not come out of the blue, but was
preceded by heated political and legal debates in various European arenas about the
implications of the doctrine of supremacy of EC law which the Court had pronounced
shortly beforehand in Costa v Enel,84 and more specifically about the consequent risk of
subordinating or undermining human rights protected under domestic constitutions.85 In
this context, already some years before the ECJ’s decision in Stauder, the President of the
Commission had been arguing openly for an understanding of fundamental human rights
as part of the ‘general principles’ of EC law, which although autonomous in source from
national constitutions, nevertheless took into account the common legal conceptions of
the Member States.86 It can be said that once this account of the place of fundamental
rights in the EC legal order was confirmed and validated by the ECJ in its trio of cases,
the period of silence of the EC constitutional framework from 1957 until 1969, and the
formal legal vacuum on the subject of human rights came to an end.87 The constitutional
framework of the Communities once again acknowledged as a source of European law
the human rights which had been set to one side after the failure of the EDC and EPC
Treaties onwards.88 From this time on, the terms of the debate had changed and the
question shifted from whether the sectoral European Communities could concern
themselves with fundamental human rights protection to what exactly their role should be
in this regard.
It was at this time, during a period of European economic setback amidst the global oil
crisis, that the EU was becoming increasingly preoccupied with its external role and with
the perception of the European Communities in the world. It was a time when the EU was
about to undergo its first enlargement from a Community of six to one of nine states with
the admission of the UK, Ireland and Denmark in 1973. In 1970 the first steps towards a
European foreign policy (initially called “European Political Cooperation’) were taken,
following the Hague Summit of 1969 at which the Foreign Ministers of the six member
states were instructed to draw up a report on cooperation in foreign policy.89 This led
soon afterwards to a formal Declaration on European Identity being made by the
84
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European Council (the heads of state and government of the EU member states) in 1973.
This Declaration, notably adopted at the time of the first enlargement of the EU,
announced that respect for human rights – along with social justice, representative
democracy and the rule of law – was a fundamental element of EU identity.90 The 1978
Copenhagen Declaration then articulated the so-called political criteria for EU
accession,91 including respect for human rights as a condition of European Union
membership. And the 1977 Joint Declaration of the European Parliament, Council and
Commission on fundamental rights affirmed the earlier case law of the Court of Justice
and asserted that the EC treaties were based on respect for the general principles of law,
including fundamental rights as recognized in the constitutions of the Member States and
under the ECHR, and that the institutions of the EC would respect these rights in the
exercise of their powers.92 Although a declaration has little practical effect and is not a
legally binding instrument, the joint statement of the three political institutions had
symbolic importance in indicating that these institutions supported the Court’s
‘derivation’ of rights from the ECHR and from Member States’ constitutional principles,
and that they were willing in principle to respect these rights in the exercise of their
powers. From this time on, the case law of the Court of Justice addressing human rights
issues expanded, and various legal and political initiatives were taken to develop a more
active role for human rights within EU law and policy.93 Many of them were more of
symbolic than practical effect, such as the non-binding Community Charter on
Fundamental Social Rights for Workers in 1989, adopted by all member States apart from
the UK, or the European Parliament’s Declaration on Fundamental Rights in 1989, but
they had the effect of confirming the assent of the Member States to some role and
responsibility on the part of the EU in relation to human rights protection.
It was not until the early 1990s, however, that the first distinct contours of a European
Union constitutional framework for human rights protection began to emerge.94
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D. Phase 3: From the Maastricht to the Lisbon Treaty: The Emergence of an
EU Constitutional Framework for Human Rights Protection
It was in the Maastricht Treaty on European Union 1992 that formal treaty recognition
was finally given to human rights as part of EU law.95 This was followed in 1997 by the
grant of treaty status to the “Copenhagen criteria” for EU accession in the Treaty of
Amsterdam,96 and the insertion of what was then Article 13 in the EC Treaty which
conferred power on the EU to adopt legislation to combat discrimination across a range
of grounds within the fields of existing EC competences.97 At the same time, the
Amsterdam Treaty introduced the ‘suspension of rights’ mechanism for any EU Member
State which was found responsible for serious and persistent violation of human rights,
and this was amended by the Nice Treaty a few years later – following the Haider affair98
- to cover situations involving a risk rather than actual violation of rights.99 Not long
after the adoption of the Amsterdam Treaty, the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and
Freedoms was drafted and proclaimed in 2000. Following the adoption but nonratification of the Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe in 2004-5,100 the Charter
was eventually given binding legal status by the Lisbon Treaty in 2009.101 At the same
time, the Lisbon Treaty introduced an obligation for the EU to accede to the European
Convention on Human Rights.102 This period of major constitutional change in the field
of human rights also saw a number of other interesting institutional developments take
place, such as the establishments of a network of experts on fundamental rights, a
Personal Representative on human rights to advise the High Representative for Foreign
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and Security Policy and Council Secretary General, and finally the EU Fundamental
Rights Agency103 which replaced the previous Vienna Monitoring Centre against Racism
and Xenophobia.
These moves formally marked the constitutional maturation of human rights within the
EU legal and constitutional framework.104 They gave official affirmation to the case law
of the Court of Justice which declared fundamental rights, as derived from domestic
constitutional traditions and from the ECHR, to be part of EU law, and they asserted that
fundamental human rights were part of the values on which the EU was founded. They
established compliance with human rights as a condition for EU membership and set up
an ex-post membership mechanism for suspension of the rights of a Member State which
was found to be violating such rights in a serious and persistent way. They saw the
enactment of the EU’s own Charter of Rights, and the establishment of a set of
institutions to support and develop the EU’s human rights policies. Such policies include
the expansion of anti-discrimination law, the regular use of various forms of human rights
conditionality and assistance in EU external relations,105 and more generally a declared
commitment by the EU to ‘mainstream’ human rights concerns throughout the field of
external policies.106 At the same time, the case law of the Court of Justice and the Court
of First Instance touching on human rights matters has expanded and grown, not only in
number but also in the range of subject matter areas in which such claims are arising. It
is no longer the case that human rights claims before EU courts are concerned mainly
with staff complaints or with procedural rights in EU competition cases. Instead, a
variety of human-rights claims are regularly invoked in all kinds of subject matter fields
from criminal justice107 to data privacy108 to family reunification109 and anti-terrorist
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asset-freezing.110 A significant body of scholarship analyzing these developments has
also appeared,111 with extensive commentary on the Charter of Fundamental Rights,112
the relationship between the EU and the ECHR systems,113 as well as between the EU
and the Council of Europe,114 the suspension mechanism of Article 7 TEU115 and most
recently the Fundamental Rights Agency.116 Last but not least, the growing case law of
the Court of Justice touching on fundamental rights issues continues to attract scholarly
interest.117
110
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In short, the topic of human rights protection and promotion has come to occupy a
significant place in EU law and policy over the past decade and a half, and the EU
unquestionably now has a constitutional framework of kinds concerning human rights
protection. The following section examines the ways in which this framework differs
from the constitutional framework for human rights protection envisaged in the 1950s,
when the CECE and the Ad Hoc committee were drafting proposals for the European
Political Community.
E. Comparing the EU Constitutional Framework for Human Rights Protection As
Drafted in the 1950s and Today
I suggest that there are three notable lines of difference between the constitutional
framework drafted in the early 1950s, and ultimately approved by the Member State
governments within the draft EPC Treaty, and that which has emerged over the last
decade and a half in the EU. The first is that the 1950s model envisaged a strong
monitoring, intervention and review role for the European Community with regard to
human rights protection within the Member States, while the existing constitutional
framework significantly limits and seeks to restrain the possibility of EU monitoring or
review of human rights within Member States. Secondly, the 1950s constitutional model
envisaged a closely entwined constitutional relationship between the European
Community and the European Convention on Human Rights and their respective courts,
and between the EC and the regional human rights system more generally. By
comparison, despite the imminent prospect of EU accession to the ECHR, significant
emphasis is placed in today’s constitutional framework on the autonomy and separateness
of the EU’s own human rights regime. Thirdly, the model constitutional framework of
the early 1950s was both outwardly and inwardly focused, aiming to promote human
rights and to protect against human rights abuses equally in internal and external
Community policies and relations. The existing post-Lisbon constitutional framework on
the other hand, with the exception of anti-discrimination law, assigns a more
circumscribed role to human rights within the context of internally focused EU policies,
and the dominant focus is external, empowering and even obliging the EU to promote
human rights actively in its international policies.
1. Human Rights Monitoring of EU Member States
We have seen above how the CECE resolutions envisaged a robust and interventionist
role for the new European Community in monitoring Member State compliance with
fundamental human rights. The draft EPC Treaty which followed also outlined a central
role for the European Community in monitoring human rights protection within the
Member States, even while its provisions acknowledged the possibility that the new
Community itself could be a source of abuse, The first of the aims of the Community
listed in Article 2 of the EPC Treaty was “to contribute towards the protection of human
rights and fundamental freedoms in Member States”118 and Article 3 made the provisions
118
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of the ECHR an integral part of the EPC Treaty. Article 41 declared that the Court of
Justice would have jurisdiction over any dispute arising between the Community and the
Member States in relation to the application or interpretation of the treaty itself.119 In
other words, the draft EPC Treaty clearly envisaged that protection of human rights by
the Member States would be a core concern of the Community, both through the
provision for intervention in Article 104 and by allowing questions of compliance by
Member States with the ECHR to be brought before the Community Court.
Under the current EU treaty framework, however, despite the regular invocation of
human rights in official discourse and documents,120 and despite scholarly optimism
about the current period as the high point of EU human rights protection,121 there is still
great reluctance to specify any clear role for the EU in relation to the actions of Member
States as far as human rights compliance is concerned. This was made very publicly
evident in recent times in the reaction of particular Member States to the prospect of EU
involvement in their ‘internal’ affairs when human rights complaints were raised, as for
example in the controversy over France’s collective expulsion of Roma people in
2010,122 and more recently in Hungary’s reaction to EU criticism of its proposal to
introduce restrictive media legislation.123 And doctrinally, too, despite the broad
statement in Article 2 TEU that the Union is founded on respect for human rights, and
more importantly the provision in Article 6 TEU giving legal force to the Charter of
Fundamental Rights, the fine print makes clear the continuing and determined resistance
of the Member States to any role for the EU in scrutinizing or regulating their activities.
Article 51 of the Charter famously limits its scope of application by providing that it is
addressed to the institutions of the European Union, but to the Member States only when
they are implementing EU law.124 Even the clear potential of Article 7 TEU to become
the basis for a serious monitoring mechanism for human rights compliance by EU
Member States has been dampened. When Article 7 TEU was first included by the
Amsterdam Treaty and subsequently revised in the Nice Treaty, it seemed that perhaps
the objection of Member States to a monitoring role for the EU in relation to human
rights within the territories of the Member States themselves had finally been
overcome.125 In what appears to have been a gesture prompted by the imminent future
Draft European Political Community Treaty art. 55, available at http://www.ena.lu/draft-treaty-embodyingstatute-european-community-strasbourg-10-march-1953-020302241.html.
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enlargement of the Union to include up to ten states from Central and Eastern Europe, the
existing Member States decided that there should be a provision in Article 7 TEU for the
suspension (though not expulsion) of the rights of a Member State found to be seriously
and persistently violating human rights or democratic principles.126 However, it was the
subsequent “Haider affair” in Austria, during which fourteen of the then fifteen EU
member States adopted diplomatic sanctions against Austria following the entry into
coalition government of the far-right Freedom Party (the FPÖ), which revealed the clear
interest of the EU in the existence of threats – whether current or future - to human rights
and freedoms within its already existing Member States. The Haider affair led to Article
7 TEU being amended to provide a mechanism for intervention in the cases of a risk and
not only in the case of actual occurrence of serious human rights violations.127 Shortly
afterwards, at the European Parliament’s proposal,128 a Network of Experts on
Fundamental Rights was established which began regular monitoring of compliance with
human rights in the EU member states, with a view to making the Article 7 mechanism
operative.129. Yet although the Network produced excellent annual reports on human
rights protection in the Member States, as well as a number of interesting thematic
reports and opinions, it was replaced, when the Fundamental Rights Agency was
established in 2007, by a similar network (FRALEX) which was prohibited from doing
exactly what the earlier network had been established to do. In other words, the
FRALEX network has no role in relation to Article 7 TEU,130 and hence no formal role in
monitoring the Member States in relation to human rights issues.131 The mandate of the
Agency instead is to “provide assistance and expertise relating to fundamental rights to
the relevant Community institutions and its Member States when implementing
Community law”, to collect, publish and disseminate data and research, to provide
relevant analysis and advice to the EU and the Member States, to raise public awareness
126
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and cooperate with civil society. Further, Article 3 of the Regulation establishing the
Agency which defines the scope of its mandate contains a sentence similar to that in
Article 51 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, restricting the Agency’s remit to:
“fundamental rights issues in the European Union and in its Member States when
implementing Union law”, in another attempt to restrict the extent to which the Agency
and its actors can concern themselves with human rights issues internal to the Member
States.132
To conclude, what is evident in the current EU constitutional framework for human rights
protection is an insistent emphasis by Member States on restricting the extent to which
the EU and its institutions can scrutinize or monitor the policies of the Member States.
Some of the clearest examples of this are in the provisions of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights and the Fundamental Rights Agency which seek to restrict their respective scope
of application and mandate to actions of the European Union, and to Member States only
when ‘implementing EU law’. It is of course possible that these restrictive provisions
may ultimately prove unsuccessful in their attempt to screen the actions of the states from
EU scrutiny, given the various other activities of the Fundamental Rights Agency in
cooperating with civil society actors and promoting human rights within the Union more
generally, and given the potential of the Charter to be used by civil society actors and
others as part of broader strategies of human rights promotion. Nevertheless, the contrast
between the contemporary emphasis on minimizing the EU’s role in monitoring or
promoting human rights within the Member States, and the clear expectation during the
drafting of the EPC Treaty that the European Community would have a central role in
monitoring the activities of Member States in this field, is stark. What is clear is that this
period during which the EU constitutional framework for human rights protection was
developing and crystallizing cannot be characterized as one of gradual progress towards
ever stronger protection. Rather the picture, complex and detailed as it is, reflects a
struggle amongst a range of actors, where grand gestures and leaps forward such as the
adoption of the Charter, the Sanctions clause or the Fundamental Rights Agency were
followed or accompanied by significant steps backwards which sought to restrain the
potential of these developments, and in particular to prevent scrutiny by the EU of
Member State practices.
2. The autonomy of the EU human rights regime
A recurrent concern of the drafters in the 1950s was, as we have seen, the relationship
between the new European Community and the European Convention on Human Rights.
There was no suggestion that the European Community should have its own Charter of
Rights, distinct from that of the fledgling regional human rights system – which was itself
envisaged as a regional implementation of the emergent international human rights
regime after the adoption of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights. Nor was
European Community human rights law to be founded on the human rights provisions of
Member State constitutions. Instead it was relatively quickly agreed that the ECHR
132
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would be the authoritative source for the new European Political Community’s human
rights system, and the provisions of the ECHR were incorporated by Article 3 of the EPC
Treaty as an integral part of that Treaty. Further, both the CECE drafters and the EPC
Treaty drafters contemplated the possibility of Community accession to the ECHR, but
took the view that the requirement of amending the relevant Council of Europe statute
complicated this option excessively at the time. Instead it was decided that a procedure
would be established under the EPC Treaty whereby the European Community Court
would relinquish jurisdiction to the European Court of Human Rights in human rights
cases brought against the Community which raised a point of principle for all ECHR
member states. In other words, the EU human rights system designed in the 1950s
would have been integrally connected to the European Convention on Human Rights
system with a formal relationship being established between the two Courts.
Under today’s constitutional framework, by comparison, despite the fact that the
European Convention on Human Rights is mentioned in Article 6(3) TEU and treated by
the Court of Justice as a source of ‘special significance’ for EU human rights law,133 and
despite the likelihood that the EU will shortly accede to the ECHR,134 the willingness to
establish a formal institutional link between the two Courts is much less evident than it
was in the 1950s. 135 Currently the European Court of Human Rights exercises a kind of
indirect jurisdiction over acts of the EU in certain circumstances, displaying great
deference via a presumption that acts of the EU are in conformity with the ECHR.136 But
even if the EU becomes a party to the ECHR and the Court of Human Rights thereby
gains jurisdiction to rule directly on whether the EU has violated provisions of the
ECHR, such membership is currently envisaged as an external system of EU
accountability to the regional human rights system. More specifically, it has repeatedly
been said that EU accession to the ECHR will not affect the autonomy of the European
Court of Justice, and will not formally subordinate the ECJ to the rulings of the European
Court of Human Rights.137 Thus it seems likely that the extent to which judgments of the
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European Court of Human Rights will be binding on the ECJ, either in cases dealing with
the EU or in other cases involving relevant legal principles, will remain to be worked out
by the EU institutions themselves.138 The direct mechanism envisaged in Article 45 of
the EPC Treaty, on the other hand, was clearly intended to place the European Court of
Justice in the position of having to comply directly with rulings of the European Court of
Human Rights in cases arising before the Community Court concerning a claim of a
human rights violation against the European Community.
Today’s emphasis on the formal autonomy of the ECJ from the ECHR may seem a
relatively minor point in practice, given that the European court of Justice seems inclined
to follow most of the case law of the Court of Human Rights, at least in cases in which
the result comports well with EU law.139 Nonetheless, it seems a meaningful symbolic
change from the system envisaged in the 1950s, and one which may well have been
intended to have practical significance if cases arise in which – as is increasingly likely
given the extension of the powers and competences of the EU - the interpretation given
by the ECtHR to provisions of the ECHR would prejudice the application of an important
provision of EU law.140
It seems clear that the decision to maintain and underscore the autonomy of the ECJ is a
deliberate and conscious one. The debate which took place during the drafting of Article
52(3) of the EU Charter on Fundamental Rights, concerning the relationship between the
Court of Justice and the Court of Human Rights, revealed a clear unwillingness to place
the European Court of Justice in any kind of formally subordinate position vis-à-vis the
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ECtHR.141 Ultimately, while Article 52(3) declares that the rights in the EU Charter of
Rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by the ECHR are to have the same meaning
and scope of as those laid down by the European Convention, no reference to the case
law of Court of Human Rights is to be found in the provisions of the Charter.142 The idea
of a bridging mechanism between the two Courts such as that provided for in Article 45
of the EPC Treaty draft has not met with support in more recent times.143 The EU
preference clearly remains for an informal and mutually respectful arrangement such as
exists at present between the two Courts. This arrangement has been described as a kind
of ‘common supranational diplomacy’,144 but one which nonetheless clearly maintains
the autonomy and primacy of the European Court of Justice within the EU realm.
This emphasis on the autonomy and primacy of the EU’s system of human rights
protection is evident not only in the political and legal discussions on the implications of
EU accession to the ECHR, or in debates on the drafting of the EU Charter of Rights, but
also in the recent case law of the European Court of Justice itself. The autonomy of the
EU’s human rights system was perhaps most famously emphasized in the Kadi case in
which the Court of Justice ruled that certain EC Regulations implementing Security
Council resolutions which had been adopted under Chapter VII of the UN Charter,
violated fundamental rights protected under the European Community legal order.145
The Court ruled that the provisions of the UN Charter themselves could not have primacy
over fundamental rights which were part of EC law, and repeatedly emphasized the
autonomy of the EU’s constitutional framework for human rights protection: “ the review
by the Court of the validity of any Community measure in the light of fundamental rights
must be considered to be the expression, in a community based on the rule of law, of a
constitutional guarantee stemming from the EC Treaty as an autonomous legal system
141
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which is not to be prejudiced by an international agreement”.146 Much less dramatically,
but notably for the language chosen by the Court, the ECJ in the case of Elgafaji was
asked by the referring Dutch court for guidance on the meaning of subsidiary protection
within Article 15 (c) of the EU Asylum Qualification Directive as compared with Article
3 of the ECHR as interpreted by the European Court of Human Rights in its case law.147
While affirming that the right contained in Article 3 ECHR “forms part of the general
principles of Community law, observance of which is ensured by the Court, and while the
case-law of the European Court of Human Rights is taken into consideration in
interpreting the scope of that right in the Community legal order” the ECJ ruled that the
particular subsection of the provision of the Directive which was at issue in the case did
not (unlike the preceding subsection) correspond directly with Article 3 ECHR. As a
consequence, the interpretation of Article 15(c) had to be carried out “independently…
although with due regard for fundamental rights, as they are guaranteed under the
ECHR”.148 This insistence on the formal autonomy of the ECJ to interpret provisions of
EU law, even while paying due regard to the ECHR and to the relevant case law of the
ECtHR, is notable.
None of this is to suggest that the EU ignores or snubs international or regional human
rights law, nor that the EU system is fundamentally disconnected from the regional and
international systems.149 Clearly that is not the case, as the EU continues to assert its
commitment to the principles contained in the ECHR as well as in some other human
rights treaties, and was a negotiator and signatory recently of the UN Disability
Convention. On the other hand, the ECJ has been notoriously reluctant to cite and to rely
on other international and regional human rights treaties apart from the ECHR, and the
EU is not – with the exception of the mechanism set up by the UN Disability Convention
to which the EU is party - subject to regional or international human rights monitoring at
present.150 This has led distinguished commentators to argue that the European Court of
Justice, by focusing almost exclusively on the ECHR is “ignoring the range of other
human rights treaties”, and that the EU is “estranged from the universal human rights
regimes established under the UN as well as other regional instruments”.151 It is not that
the EU formally dismisses sources of human rights law deriving from outside the EU
itself, but rather that the EU and the ECJ at best draw very sporadically and inconsistently
on such international human rights sources, and insist on the ECJ as the final and
authoritative arbiter of their meaning and impact within the EU. To conclude, this
insistence on the constitutional autonomy and separateness of the EU human rights
system is striking, and contrasts with the constitutional vision of the 1950s in which the
146
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Community was to be integrally connected to the emerging regional and international
human rights system.
3. The external focus of the EU human rights regime today
The third significant difference between the constitutional framework for EU human
rights protection drafted in the 1950s and that existing today is that while the 1950s
framework was oriented as much towards internal as external spheres of EU activity, the
dominant emphasis of the current EU constitutional framework for human rights
protection is on external policies.
We have seen above how in the early 1950s the task of monitoring the human rights
practices of Member States was envisaged as a central part of the new European Political
Community’s role. Further, protection of human rights within the Member States was
explicitly declared to be one of the aims of the Community in both the CECE Resolutions
and in Article 2 of the EPC Treaty, and the Community under Article 55 EPC was given
the power to make proposals to further the aims of Article 2. In other words, protection
of human rights within the Community and within the Member States was to be a core
part of the Community’s concern. At the same time, the EPC also outlined a significant
external role for the new Community in which human rights had an important place. In
the first place, Article 116 of the draft EPC Treaty articulated what are now known as the
Copenhagen criteria for prospective member states, providing that “accession to the
Community shall be open to the Member States of the Council of Europe and to any other
European State which guarantees the protection of human rights and fundamental
freedoms mentioned in Article 3”. Secondly, Article 90 of the EPC Treaty provided that
the Community could conclude association agreements “with such third States as
guarantee the protection of the human rights and fundamental freedoms mentioned in
Article 3”. More generally, Article 2 as well as Chapter III of the EPC Treaty clearly
envisaged an active role in international relations for the new European Political
Community.152
The major emphasis of the EU’s constitutional regime of human rights protection today,
however, is externally focused, setting up a distinct difference between external and
internal policies. This is evident not just in the reluctance on the part of Member States
to submit themselves to human rights monitoring by the EU, as discussed above, but
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more specifically in the contrast between the active assertion of human rights protection
as a goal of EU foreign policy and the unwillingness to declare human rights protection
to be a general goal or a cross-cutting objective of internal EU policies. On the contrary,
any legal or constitutional discussion of human rights issues in the European Union today
is invariably accompanied by assertions on the part of the Council and the Member States
of the limited competences of the EU, and a narrow view is taken of the legitimate scope
of human rights law and policy within the EU. This phenomenon of double-standards,
or at least of a clear difference between the importance accorded to human rights in EU
external relations as compared with internal relations was first clearly identified in a
collective research project on human rights in the EU in 1999,153 but the ‘bifurcated’154
approach seems to have survived the enactment of the Charter of Fundamental Rights and
to be retained the new constitutional framework. One of the more famous examples of
the double-standard in the EU’s approach to human rights protection concerns the rights
of minorities.155 In this context, while the EU made protection for minority rights an
explicit dimension of the political conditionality imposed upon candidate Member States,
it adopted a hands-off approach to minority rights issues within EU Member States,
making no reference to the fact that states such as France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Luxembourg had not ratified (or in some cases, had not even signed) the Framework
Convention on National Minorities even while it pressurized candidate states to do so.156
Amnesty has regularly criticized the EU for double-standards in tolerating or turning a
blind eye to human rights abuses within Member States while addressing or taking action
on similar abuses by non-Member States.157
A first indication of the distinction drawn between the role of human rights in the internal
and the external policy realms can be seen in the comparison between Article 3(3) TEU,
dealing with human rights within internal EU policies, and Article 3(5) dealing with
human rights in external relations. Article 2 TEU declares that the EU is “founded on”
the value of respect for human rights and Article 3 declares that the Union’s aims include
the promotion of its values. Article 3(3) is then more specific in naming the major
internal EU policy fields which are considered to implicate human rights-related
objectives.158 Article 3(3) declares that the Union “shall combat social exclusion and
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discrimination, and shall promote social justice and protection, equality between women
and men, solidarity between generations and protection of the rights of the child”. By
comparison, Article 3(5) on external relations is broader and more general, and
specifically identifies the protection of human rights worldwide as a goal: “In its relations
with the wider world, the Union shall uphold and promote its values and interests and
contribute to the protection of its citizens. It shall contribute to peace, security, the
sustainable development of the Earth, solidarity and mutual respect among peoples, free
and fair trade, eradication of poverty and the protection of human rights, in particular the
rights of the child, as well as to the strict observance and the development of international
law, including respect for the principles of the United Nations Charter.” In other words,
while the protection of human rights is asserted as an overarching objective in all EU
external relations, in its internal policies the EU treats the proper sphere of human rights
policy as being limited to those areas of EU power or competence which directly promote
human rights – i.e. mainly anti-discrimination and social inclusion policy.159 Thus the
strategy has been to identify the fields of EU internal policy in which human rights
concerns are considered relevant by reference to the precise scope of the EU’s powers in
fields such as social inclusion or anti-discrimination. 160 This strategy is not however
used in the external domain, in which human rights protection is treated as a cross-cutting
goal relevant to all domains of EU external action. It is certainly not the case that the
EU’s remit or powers are more extensive in the international domain than internally,
indeed the opposite is arguably true. However, the EU and more specifically the Member
States have been unwilling to treat respect for human rights as a cross-cutting concern of
internal EU policies, whereas they have asserted it to be such a concern in all areas of
external policy.
Within the borders of the EU, the most important and expansive area of human rights
activity is the EU regime of anti-discrimination law, which has been developed
substantially since the adoption of Article 13 EC (now Article 18 TFEU) by the
Amsterdam Treaty. The two discrimination directives adoption in 2000161 have been
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supplemented by several pieces of gender equality legislation,162 and most recently by a
Framework Decision on Racism and Xenophobia,163 and a proposal to expand the
legislation prohibiting discrimination on grounds of age, disability, religion and sexual
orientation to cover similar ground to the Race Discrimination Directive of 2000,164 as
well as by a series of action programs. In a notable move giving Treaty status to the
expanding anti-discrimination regime, Article 10 TFEU was added by the Lisbon Treaty
to declare that “in defining and implementing its policies and activities, the Union shall
aim to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation”. However, apart from the thriving field of antidiscrimination law and policy, the growing area of data-protection,165 and a number of
funding initiatives such as the Daphne166 and Progress167 programs concerning gender
and child-related violence and social inclusion policies, human rights concerns do not
figure significantly in internal EU laws or policies. Within important policy fields such
the area of freedom, security and justice, including civil as well as criminal cooperation,
activity is focused primarily on mutual recognition, aligning or coordinating laws to
avoid transnational obstacles, and not on questions of the impact on human rights.168
Similarly in the fields of asylum and immigration, issues such as securing borders and
managing migration rather than human rights protection have been given priority,169 and
many critics have argued that EU policies in these fields are having regressive effects on
human rights.170
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Even the enactment of the Charter of Fundamental Rights, whose existence would seem
to refute the argument that human rights issues are relevant only to particular fields of
internal EU power, is hedged about with restrictive clauses seeking to limit its influence
on EU policy. Apart from the Lisbon Treaty Protocols dealing with the UK, Poland and
the Czech Republic,171 Article 51(2) declares that the Charter does not “modify powers
and tasks as defined in the Treaties”, and both Article 51 of the Charter and Article 6
TEU repeat that the provisions of the Charter shall not extend the competences, tasks or
field of action of the EU in any way. One important development which has the potential
to challenge these consistent moves by Member States to enshrine a restricted role for
internally-focused human rights protection within the EU constitutional framework,
however, is the move by the Commission to develop some kind of meaningful human
rights impact assessment by reference to the Charter.172 There is a clear tension between
the determination of the Member States when drafting the EU Treaties, the Charter of
Fundamental Rights, and new institutions like the Fundamental Rights Agency (FRA), to
limit the internal focus of EU human rights policies and powers, as compared with the
practice of the Commission, the FRA and national human rights institutions and other
actors in mobilizing the potential of the Charter within the EU on the other hand 173 It
remains to be seen whether this tension unfolds in a productive way and leads to the
gradual expansion of a robust and explicit internal EU human rights policy, or to a
defensive reaction by Member States seeking to further limit its development.
In external EU policies and activities, by comparison, there is no hesitation on the part of
the EU or the Member States in officially asserting and prescribing an unambiguous role
for human rights protection and promotion, even if the actual practice has been
inconsistent or politically strategic.174 The EU unquestionably attempts to influence the
conduct of many third states and regions as regards human rights protection. Human
rights concerns feature centrally in EU development policy and in external trade, and they
are promoted through instruments such as political dialogue, human rights clauses in
171
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bilateral agreements,175 and trade preferences,176 as well as in multilateral settings,177 in
EU neighbourhood policies,178 and in the EU’s human rights and democratisation
programmes.179
Needless to say, the prominence of human rights in EU external policies does not mean
that these policies have escaped critique.180 Such criticisms include the claim that the
EU’s interest in human rights protection is often about promoting its own influence and
strategic advantage internationally or is motivated by other political considerations.181
Further, the EU has been accused of failing to show real leadership in addressing human
rights violations internationally,182 and of lacking the political will to address many
pressing human rights problems.183 Nevertheless, and despite the shortcomings of the
EU’s external human rights policies in practice, the formal constitutional framework
established by the Treaties and developed in secondary EU instruments and policies
clearly identify human rights protection as a prominent and cross-cutting dimension of
the external activities of the EU, thus contrasting with the officially circumscribed role
allocated to human rights matters within internal EU activities and policies.
E. Reflections on the differences in the EU human rights regime between the 1950s
and today
While the absence from the scholarly literature on European integration of any account of
the ambitious EC human rights framework which was drafted only a few years before the
1957 Treaties has left us with only a partial history of the EU’s engagement with human
rights, that absence does not in itself present a puzzle. On the contrary, the elision of this
period of intensive activity from the official history and scholarly record of EU
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engagement with human rights is understandable. The final form of the 1957 Economic
and Atomic Energy Communities represented a deliberate change of strategy, and a move
away from the ambitious one-step federalist approach to European integration
represented by thinkers such as Aristide Briand184 and Altiero Spinelli185 to the less
politicized, sector-by-sector functionalist approach advocated by David Mitrany in the
international context186 and by Jean Monnet in the European context.187 The failure of
the European Defence Community Treaty after its non-ratification by the French National
Assembly, and with it the setting aside of the European Political Community project,
resulted in the adoption of a more careful political strategy which limited the agenda for
the next stage of integration to atomic energy and economic matters.188 In retrospect, the
more gradual, step-by-step approach to integration which was mandated by the Messina
Conference of 1955 and the ensuing Spaak report, and which led to the drafting and
adoption of the European Economic Community Treaty in 1957, proved to be a wise and
remarkably successful strategy.
Almost forty years later, however, the EU has evolved significantly, even though it has
not come full circle. The adoption of the Treaty on European Union at Maastricht in
1993 represented a turning point, signaling a deliberate move away from the sectorally
limited legal framework for an economic Community towards a more open project of
political and constitutional integration. Ever since the Maastricht Treaty moment, the
European integration project has been more vigorously contested, but also more openly
political and ambitious in its goals. The Treaty on European Union ushered in not only
economic and monetary union, but also a commitment to policy coordination in the most
sensitive spheres of national control, including immigration, security and foreign policy.
Given that the project of European integration had thus returned to embrace the idea of
political union which had been put to one side in the 1950s, it might be expected that on
the subject of EU engagement with human rights, the slow and gradual moves which had
followed the initial silence of 1957 would be replaced by an ambitious human rights
framework of the kind which had been drafted in the early 1950s, to match the expanding
political ambit and powerful regulatory reach of the European Union today. Yet this is
184
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not what is to be found today. Instead, in spite of the many significant changes
introduced over the past fifteen years, the EU’s constitutional framework conveys a
deeply ambivalent message about the EU’s role in relation to human rights protection and
promotion.
On the one hand, human rights have come to represent an important part of the
‘normative-power’ international identity which the European Union seeks to promote.189
Values, including the promotion of democracy, human rights and the rule of law, have
been allocated a central place in the constitutional framework and legal discourse of the
EU following the Lisbon Treaty, and they feature prominently in the international selfrepresentation of the EU.190 Yet informed observers have questioned sharply whether
the EU lives up to its professed commitments in the area of human rights. As far as
internal policies are concerned, Amnesty International has argued that the EU has serious
human rights problems which are not adequately addressed.191 Amongst other examples
Amnesty cites the situation of the Roma – which became a matter of public notoriety
recently following France’s mass expulsions,192 the fields of immigration and asylum,
sexual orientation discrimination, detention, and violence against women and children.193
Amnesty argues further that the EU significantly damaged its credibility and abdicated its
human rights responsibilities over issues such as renditions and torture during the ‘war on
terror’, and that it lacks a serious internal human rights mechanism.194 As far as external
EU policies are concerned, the European Council on Foreign Relations in recent years
has consistently argued that the EU’s influence on human rights matters has dramatically
declined within UN fora, and suggested that “flaws in its reputation as a leader on human
rights and multilateralism” have contributed to the crisis of credibility and influence
facing the EU.195 The ECFR cites three specific examples of the double-standard which
have drawn international attention and have been seen to undermine the EU’s efforts to
promote human rights standards externally: the EU’s approach to anti-terrorism and its
approach to renditions during the Iraq war, the EU’s (non)response to the treatment of the
Roma within EU Member States, and EU refugee and migration policy.196 These bleak
189
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assessments are supported by academic work and data suggesting that the EU’s influence
within the UN Human Rights Council has been damaged by the EU’s neglect of human
rights in areas of policy which are important to its potential allies on human rights
matters amongst developing countries, such as immigration and asylum.197
Yet despite the changes introduced by the Lisbon Treaty to strengthen the EU human
rights framework, the two longstanding critiques of that framework – namely that it lacks
a serious and coherent human rights policy and mechanism which applies also to its
Member States, and that there is a double-standard existing as between internallyoriented and externally-oriented activities – have survived these constitutional changes
and have to some extent been written into the Treaty framework. Notwithstanding the
introduction of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, the EU Fundamental Rights
Agency, and the suspension mechanism in Article 7 of the Treaty on European Union, the
framework for human rights protection envisaged in the draft EPC Treaty was more
comprehensive and ambitious than today’s framework in several key respects.
Three main differences have been identified in this article. The first is that the
framework of the early 1950s assumed that monitoring and responding to human rights
abuses by or within Member States would be a core task of the European Community,
while the current constitutional framework resists and seeks to limit any role for the EU
in monitoring human rights within the Member States. The second is that the early
1950s framework envisaged a European Community system which would be integrally
linked to the regional human rights system, with a formal relationship existing between
the Community Court and the European Court of Human Rights. In contrast, the current
constitutional framework, even with the prospect of EU accession to the ECHR,
emphasizes the autonomy and separateness of the EU’s human rights system. It
envisions the ECHR as an external system of accountability, and pays little attention to
the international human rights regime. The third difference lies in the fact the 1950s
constitutional framework envisaged human rights protection as being equally central to
internal and external EU policies and activities, while the role outlined for human rights
within today’s constitutional framework remains predominantly focused on the external
relations of the EU.
Unlike in the early 1950s, EU Member States in their role as ‘Masters of the Treaties’198
have in recent times sought to restrict the development of a robust role for human rights
protection and promotion within EU law and policy. They have shaped a European
Union whose engagement with human rights is qualified and limited in a range of ways,
with the aim of ensuring that they as states are as far as possible free from EU monitoring
and scrutiny, that the EU’s human rights activities are focused mainly outwardly rather
197
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than inwardly, and that the autonomy of the EU itself is not constrained by external and
international institutions and norms. To that extent the constitutional framework for
human rights in the EU today stands in marked contrast to the proposed EPC Treaty
regime in the early 1950s.
What accounts for this difference in vision between the 1950s and today? Why were the
founding Member States - who were clearly wary at that time about many aspects of
supranational political integration - nonetheless willing to create a robust role for the new
Community in the field of human rights protection and promotion, while the Member
States today are significantly more ambivalent about the EU’s human rights role?
In his analysis of the origins of the ECHR, Andrew Moravcsik argues that the willingness
of states to establish and to join a strong and enforceable international human rights
regime such as the ECHR is best explained by republican liberal theory.199 On
Moravcsik’s account, neither secure, established democracies on the one hand, nor
transitional or dictatorial regimes on the other hand, are likely to support such regimes,
while newly established democracies would do so in order to enhance their credibility
and stability vis-a-vis nondemocratic external and internal political threats. It is not easy
to apply this theory directly to the EU’s approach to the ECHR, or to the EU’s approach
to the establishment of its own human rights regime more generally, because of the
difficulty of coding the EU as a newly established democracy, stable democracy, or
otherwise. In the early 1950s when only the Coal and Steel Community had come into
being, and the European Defence and European Political Communities were being
discussed, the question was what relationship the new European Community should have,
rather than what relationship the Member States should have, with the regional human
rights system. A second problem with applying Moravcsik’s theory to the position of the
EU and human rights is that, as he acknowledges, the theory is formulated to apply to the
establishment of a new regime, and not to its evolution over time.200
Nonetheless, even if it is not directly transposable to the situation of the EU acceding to
the ECHR, Moravcsik’s theory does speak directly to the question why the EU member
states individually would favor or oppose delegating authority to an EU supranational
human rights system with strong enforcement mechanisms. The European Community in
the 1950s was a very recently established entity, even if not a ‘democracy’, and its
member states had recently emerged from the second world war and were clearly
concerned both about the risk of one of the states sliding back into fascism or some other
internal threat to democracy, as well as the external risk which the Soviet Union was
perceived to pose, especially after its role in the Czechoslovak coup d'état of 1948.201 It
seems that these concerns motivated the inclusion of several of the provisions agreed in
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the CECE Resolutions and in the EPC Treaty draft,202 as well the sanctions clause
proposed by the Member State governmental representatives during the IGC of 195354.203 And while a distinction can be drawn between weak democracies which feared
the internal vulnerability of their own system, and democracies which feared instability at
their borders or in the region due to the internal vulnerability of a neighbouring State, it
seems likely that at least some of the EU member states in the 1950s were concerned
about both of these, given how closely they were to be closely linked to one another
within the newly created European Community.204
It is no coincidence, either, that the first significant moves towards the creation of a
contemporary human rights mechanism for the EU came in 1997 with the introduction of
a sanctions clause in Article 7 TEU by the Amsterdam Treaty, as an explicit part of the
EU’s preparations for eastwards enlargement. In other words, it was again the concern
about potential instability within the recently established democracies of the candidate
states that led the EU member states more recently to insert a human rights sanctions
clause into the Treaties. Similarly it was anxiety about the rise of the far right within the
existing EU Member States following the ‘Haider affair’ that led to the strengthening of
that sanctions clause and the addition of an embryonic monitoring mechanism in Article
7 TEU by the Nice Treaty some years later.205 Yet the perception of both internal and
external risks and the fear of their materialization in the early 1950s clearly exercised a
much greater influence over the drafters at that time than they do in recent years, and led
to a significantly more robust set of mechanisms for responding to human rights
violations within the European Community than the Member States today are willing to
contemplate. As we have seen above, despite the introduction of the Article 7 TEU
sanctions clause by the Amsterdam and Nice Treaties in the late 1990s, the Member
States have been unwilling to give substance to the provision by establishing an ongoing
monitoring mechanism, choosing instead to abolish the embryonic monitoring system
which had been created some years previously at the initiative of the European
Parliament.206
This difference between Member State perceptions of the risk to European democratic
stability in 1953 and today may explain in part why the draft EPC Treaty regime for
human rights protection was more robust in a number of ways. But there still remains
something of a puzzle in the fact that the States have recently chosen to create a fairly
elaborate EU human rights system, including the sanctions clause, the Charter of Rights,
the Fundamental Rights Agency, and imminent accession to the ECHR – even while
202
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simultaneously neutering or limiting these initiatives in ways which impede their
effectiveness in practice. One possible conclusion to be drawn is that since the Member
States do not consider there to be any significant threat to democratic stability in the EU
from within or without, the various constitutional protections for human rights that have
been agreed over the past decade are motivated more by window-dressing,207 and by an
interest in signalling the EU’s credibility as an international actor208 than in establishing a
serious human rights mechanism or a coherent human rights policy.
Yet paradoxically it is precisely the credibility of the EU as an international actor that is
currently undermined by the ambivalence of its constitutional framework on human
rights, an ambivalence which also undermines the EU’s professed aspirations to exercise
global normative leadership.209 The shortcomings and failures of EU international
leadership in promoting human rights described above have been attributed in part to the
incoherence at the heart of EU human rights policy, including the double-standard
between internal and external policies, and the states’ ambivalence about creating a
serious and comprehensive human rights policy and mechanism.210 For some, such
exceptionalism will come as no surprise given the EU’s status as an increasingly
prominent international actor,211 but what distinguishes the EU from many other similarly
powerful actors and states is its publicly declared commitment to pursing a distinctive,
normatively-oriented foreign policy.212 The disjuncture between the EU’s professed
ambition and self-image on the one hand, and the exceptionalism or double-standard
which it practices on the other, lends particular sting to the contemporary critiques.213
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Yet the EU’s claim to maintaining a strong commitment to human rights both internally
and externally is not entirely hollow. The dialectic described above, whereby pressure
from supranational and civil society actors against the resistance of Member States has
contributed over time to the development, albeit in a gradual and sharply contested way,
of a more robust human rights role for the EU. A range of initiatives has been led by
actors within other EU institutions, including the European Parliament and the European
Commission, as well as by NGOs and national human rights bodies, to strengthen the
effectiveness of the EU’s human rights framework and policy. As in other fields of EU
law, the framework formally established in today’s EU Treaties and in primary
legislation represents a particular vision of the European Union which is conceived and
advanced largely by the States, but which is at variance with the evolving practices of
European governance.214 Thus the attempt by the Member States through the Treaties,
the Charter and the mandate of the Fundamental Rights Agency, to restrict or limit EU
monitoring of Member State activities in the field of human rights, is in various ways
challenged by the evolving practices of the EU’s anti-discrimination regime,215 and more
generally by the activities of the network of national human rights bodies and civil
society actors interacting with the new Fundamental Rights Agency.216 Similarly, the
official emphasis on the autonomy and distinctiveness of the EU’s human rights regime is
challenged by the existence of what has been described as a de facto ‘overlapping
consensus’ and by the informal mutual monitoring of various national, regional and
international human rights regimes.217 And the official reluctance to identify human
rights protection and promotion as a cross-cutting objective of internal EU policy, as
compared with external policies, may well be undercut by recent Commission’s moves to
develop a genuine practice of impact-assessment based on the Charter of Fundamental
Rights.218 Yet each move in the direction of a new human rights commitment has been
met with a counter-move on the part of Member States to rein it in, with a view to
limiting the impact of the change. Each time a significant new step has been taken, such
as the enactment of the Article 7 suspension mechanism, the adoption of the Charter of
Fundamental Rights, or the establishment of the Fundamental Rights Agency, this has
been followed shortly afterwards by a Member State initiative to limit its effectiveness,
by depriving the Article 7 mechanism of any monitoring system, by limiting the scope
and reach of the Charter through the horizontal clauses, and by limiting the mandate of
the new Agency.
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These developments illustrate the dialectical dynamic in the development of the EU’s
human rights policy, where Member State resistance is often met with counter-resistance
by domestic and civil society actors as well as by supranational EU bodies, and vice
versa.219 While States are willing to create a human rights regime with particular
mechanisms to protect their own perceived interests, the regime is then mobilized and
developed through the actions and strategies of norm entrepreneurs such as NGOs and
supranational actors like the Commission, the Court or the Fundamental Rights Agency.
The struggle and the competing interests of the different actors are very evident today,
when the interests of states are mainly in maintaining and signaling their external
credibility rather than locking in a regime of rights protection due to their own domestic
vulnerability. A dialectic of this kind was not present the 1950s, on the other hand, when
the interests of the Member States would have been aligned with those of civil society
actors, and where the states sought the creation of a strong human rights system precisely
in order to lock in their own commitments and to protect against any threats to the
domestic order. A look at the regime drawn up in the 1950s, in other words, allows us to
see what it might look like when states are genuinely interested in creating a robust
internal machinery for human rights monitoring and protection.

F. Conclusion
This article has revisited the classic account of the evolution of the EU’s engagement
with human rights, arguing that the story does not begin with the silence of the 1957 EEC
and Euratom Treaties on the subject, but rather with the ambitious though long-forgotten
human rights framework envisaged in the draft European Political Community Treaty in
1953. I have offered an alternative explanation of the omission of human rights from the
Treaties in 1957 as a pragmatic and strategic interim step, rather than – as conventional
wisdom suggests - a deliberate decision to consign matters of human rights in the
European Community henceforth to the Council of Europe. Challenging the narrative of
progress in terms of human rights from a low baseline to a mature EU regime today, the
paper has suggested that the high point in terms of political willingness to create a robust
human rights system with strong enforcement mechanisms was in fact in the early 1950s,
when the Member States’ concerns about the risk of backsliding into fascism or
totalitarianism fuelled a willingness to create a strong human rights system. Despite the
return to a fuller project of European political integration after 1992, the EU human rights
regime which has been developed over the last two decades is significantly less ambitious
and less robust in several respects than the embryonic regime which drew the support of
the founding Member States in the early 1950s, and it is characterized by a struggle
between governmental actors seeking to confine and minimize their human rights
obligations on the one hand, and supranational and civil society actors seeking to expand
219
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and enforce them on the other. Two of the main contemporary criticisms of the EU’s
human rights system – namely that it lacks a serious human rights mechanism, and that
there is a double-standard as between internal and external human rights policies – have
survived and have even been written into some of the changes introduced by the Lisbon
Treaty. Finally, drawing on the analysis of various think-tanks,220 NGOs221 and
academics,222 supported by some of the comments of current political actors,223 the article
suggested that the strength and effectiveness of the EU’s role as a human rights actor may
be hindered by the EU’s double-standard, and by the ambivalence about EU engagement
with human rights which is evident in its constitutional framework and its practices. The
EU and its Member States today, unlike the more vulnerable Member State democracies
of the early 1950s which genuinely supported the creation of a robust and effective
human rights policy, place their own exemption from external control and scrutiny above
the development of a strong EU human rights policy. The fact that the EU has made the
aspiration to develop a robust and coherent human rights policy a central part of its
international identity lends added sting to its ‘exceptionalism’ in this respect.
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